EASCNA
Outreach
Mobile
Meeting
Guidelines
and Policy
These guidelines and policies are to keep our members and the person requesting the meeting safe. We will be entering people’s homes at times and must be on our best behavior. We will be representing NA as a whole at these mobile meetings and must ensure the clarity of the NA message and that NA’s positive image is shown.

**Mobile meetings are not 12 step calls.** These are meetings for NA members that can’t go to a regular meeting due to reasons listed in the Mobile Meeting Policy.
Mobile Meeting Team Guidelines

Mobile Meeting Team Leader

1) One year commitment.
2) Have two years or more continuous clean time with past involvement in some other NA service positions.
3) Have an NA sponsor.
4) Have a working knowledge of the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions and 12 Concepts of NA.
5) Have an NA home group with regular meeting attendance.
6) Be willing to attend ASC monthly or send a team representative.
7) May be asked to step down after missing 3 ASC meetings.
8) Be willing to follow all Mobile Meeting Guidelines and Policies.
9) Be willing to go to Mobile Meeting orientation.

Mobile Meeting Team Member

1) One year commitment
2) Have nine months or more continuous clean time.
3) Have an NA sponsor.
4) Be in the process of learning the 12 Steps, 12 Traditions and 12 Concepts of NA.
5) Have an NA home group with regular meeting attendance.
6) Be willing to follow all Mobile Meeting Guidelines and Policies.
7) Be willing to go to Mobile Meeting orientation.
Mobile Meeting Policy

1) The number of addicts attending with less than one year clean can be no more than the number of addicts with more than one year.

2) Only members that have been orientated can attend any mobile meetings.

3) The number of members going be no less than four. Maximum number and type of meeting be left to the person requesting the meeting.

4) The group will meet at a neutral location and go and leave meeting site together at the same time.

5) Upon arrival at meeting site a group conscience will be held to assess the situation.

6) Reasons for bringing a mobile meeting.
   A) Illness
   B) Disability

7) If the addict requesting the meeting is capable of going to a regular NA meeting, the Team Leader will provide a meeting list and directions to the next NA meeting, then leave and inform Outreach Chair of situation.

8) In cases of hospitalization, where facility only allows two visitors at a time, team members may still respond to request. Adjusting to hospital guidelines and rules.

9) Team Leader is responsible to keep the meeting recovery orientated and to keep all team members together until end of meeting.

10) When the mobile meeting team reaches the site, the team leader will call Outreach Chair to let them know of their decision on staying or leaving.